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ABSTRACT
The culture of demonic possession is well known in Indonesia, but research on how to treat the possession syndrome still has a minimum amount of research publication. Hitherto, most of the Possession syndrome research is related to some causes, including psychological factors and possessed by a demon, for instance. The research method applied is a qualitative approach. This study indicated that the cause of the patient experiencing a trance disorder treated by El-PsikA consists of two factors: a demonic disorder and a trance disorder that begins with stress. While the method used in treating patients with possession disorder consists of five stages: first, the therapist performs a diagnosis to classify the symptoms of possession disorder. Second, the therapist uses water (water prayer) as media to cure the patient. Then, the therapist leads a prayer, and the patient followed after him. The patients consume the water during the therapy process. Third, the therapist asks the demon that possessed the patient's body to come out of the patient's body. Fourth, the therapist cleanses the devil's influence on the patient's body. Fifth, the therapist teaches patients self-therapy as a form of prevention to counter the experience of trance disorder in the future.
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Introduction
The phenomenon of possession disorder was known widely in Indonesian culture as “kesurupan, amok or bebainan” (Muluk et al., 2018). Generally, in Indonesia, possession disorder is known as a symptom of an individual being plagued by spirits or demons. Those demons take over the victim's body and make the victim unconscious of what he is doing. The person who has been possessed will adapt the behavior of the demons inside of their soul or body (Choudhry et al., 2017; Ferracuti & DeMarco, 2004; Siswanto, 2015). Many people consider possession disorder or trance to be related to cultural factors, and especially in terms of religious beliefs (Siswanto et al., 2020).

In terms of psychology, the possession disorder was known since Esquirol 1846, he suggested “Demonomania” as a part of mental alienation (Ferracuti & DeMarco, 2004). Furthermore, the possession disorder known by Multiple Personality Disorder, in which some Christian counselors convinced the Multiple Personality Disorder is a disturbance of demonic activity (Catherine, 2014; Choudhry et al., 2017; Ferracuti &
DeMarco, 2004). In 1987, the possession disorder and trance was being listed in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) by the International Classification of Disease that it was being known by Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID) (Catherine, 2014; During et al., 2011).

Meanwhile, in Islamic perspective, as said by Ibu Katsir Rohimahullah in his book’s “Fatul Bary” the trance is caused by interference by the devil. Normally, it occur in people who have dirty soul (Pasmawati, 2018). Some Islamic therapists believe that trance is caused by a demonic disorder that enters the body through the bloodstream. The cause of this phenomenon occurs because the person commits shirk to Allah, breaking God’s rules, uses black magic, have heirlooms that are believed to have supernatural powers, a demon sent by a shaman to disturb someone, intentional or unintentional acts by interfering with demon’s life so that this behavior provokes demon's anger. Besides that, Islamic therapists also assume that trance is also caused by psychological problems such as stress and lingering sadness (Irkani, 2019). Based on the description of the discussion above about trance between psychologists and Islamic therapists have the same perspective which states that possessions are caused by psychological problems. However, there is have slight difference, in which psychologist considers the trance is caused by a psychological disorder, while Islamic therapist regards the trance is not only caused by psychological factors but also influenced by disturbances demons (Choudhry et al, 2017; Irkani, 2019). Therefore, there will be differences in terms of therapy; further studies in how to do therapy for possession disorder patients are required.

Based on several studies, the possession disorder is more experienced by women than men. Women who experience trance disorders are women that have low economic and education backgrounds (Ghaseemi et al., 2014; Ram, 2012; Venkataramaiah et al., 1981). Likewise, in the Indonesian case of possession disorder more experienced by women than men. However, it can be experienced by women at all social, economic, and educational levels. In several studies also stated that possessed women are who has high-frequency religious belief (Siswanto, 2015). In addition, Based on the news reported by Okezone, there have been many mass possessions whose victims are women (Azizah, 2019). Besides that, there are even cases of trance which resulted in the murder of one family (Bone, 2020). Therefore, the increase in trance disorders that occur in Indonesia requires a more serious study in tackling these cases.

The study of possession disorder and its therapy have seldom been explored, in which it becomes the purpose of this research is to find out how to overcome the possession by using Islamic psychotherapy. The study of Islamic psychotherapy was chosen because it refers to Indonesian society which tends to be religious. As explained earlier that trance occurs in people who have a strong level of religious belief, hence the Islamic psychotherapy provides to tackling the trance that involve the trance that involve the psychological and spiritual aspect (Skinner, 2010). This research conducted at Al-Amien institute applied psychology (EL-PsikA). This organization is an institution engaged in applied psychology service, especially psychological consultation for all students in the Al-Amien Islamic boarding school and society in general (Khaliq, 2021). In which this study focuses on patients who have trance disorders treated by El-PsikA. Consequently, the focus of this research: What are the causes for patients with possession disorders treated by El-PsikA? How is the Islamic psychotherapy method used by El-PsikA in tackling cases of Possession Disorder patients?

**Method**

This study uses qualitative methods with a case study design. It was chosen because case studies require detailed and in-depth analysis of single case (Brayman, 2015; Yin, 2014). Therefore, this is considered to be able to find out how the process of Islamic psychotherapy El-PsikA in tackling cases of Possession Disorder patients. This study has two types sources of data, there are primary data and secondary data. Primary data is obtained directly from research subjects such as interviews and observation, and secondary data is gained from documentation such as photos, videos, and notes (Moleong, 2018).

Meanwhile, the sample technique in this study uses snowball sampling method. This sampling, researchers first determine to a small group of people related to the characteristics of research subjects. These participants in the sample suggest other participants with research-related experience or characteristics, and then these participants will suggest others again and so on (Brayman, 2015). This study consisted of two groups of participants, namely the main participants and the triangulation participants. The main participants consisted of El-PsikA therapists and 4 El-PsikA patients with possession disorder. Meanwhile, the triangulation participants consisted of 3 participants who were the patient's family.

Data collection techniques were collected by interview and observation. In this case, the researcher uses unstructured interviews, with the hope that when conducting interviews with the informants it is not too rigid, making it easier to ask for information. Whereas, the observation method uses non-participant observation method, in which researcher not involve actively in research subjects activity (Brayman, 2015).

The data analysis technique used as stated by Miles and Huberman, qualitative data analysis consists of three stages, namely data reduction, data processing, and conclusion (Rijali, 2019). Meanwhile, the validity of the data using data triangulation with the following stages comparing the results of observations with the results of interviews and comparing the results of interviews with related documents (Moleong, 2018).

**Results and Discussions**

**The causes for patients with possession disorders treated by El-PsikA**

In this case, the possession disorder that causes a person to go into a trance is caused by psychological disorders and demonic possession (Irkani, 2019). Based on the interview result with the therapist in El-PsikA, they said that the causes of trance patients who had been treated were those caused by demon disturbance and stress:

> "Patients with possession syndrome are diagnosed with some variant of causes. The first cause is experienced by patient B the patient experience a trance when he/she pass or stay in a place that is believed to have a mystic and supernatural energy in which stimulates the patient encounter a possessive syndrome. The second is the patient has a high level of sensitivity to being disturbed by demons. This syndrome is faced by patient A. The third is witchcraft that is experienced by patients A and B. The fourth is patient C is followed by the devil because the devil likes him. The last is psychological factors such as stress due to their expectations is not achieved so that the patient cannot control his behavior in which experienced by patient E."

According to research conducted by Siswanto et al (2020), there are some findings related to possession disorder. Firstly negative emotions, this emotion stimulates the appearance of negative feelings such frightened and anxiety. Secondly the haunted place, participants experience a trance disorder related to a certain place, where the place is considered a haunted place. Thirdly past events associated with emotional experiences, participants experience a trance when experiencing deep sadness due to they remember their deceased relatives. Fourthly anxiety associated with religious teachings or rituals.

Based on previous research and in this study, it can be concluded that emotional factors need to be considered as a trigger for trance disorders, because basically individuals who are not able to control their emotions properly will have an impact on mental health (Howell, 2013). Individuals have emotional balance are referred to as individuals have stable emotions, it is a characteristic of individuals have good emotional control (Fitrianah, 2018). As experienced by the participants in this study, when the patients of possession disorder experience a trance, they cannot control their emotions and behavior. As reported by participant A.

> "When I experienced a trance, I felt my body so numb, I couldn't move and talk, I lost my mind and couldn't even know what date was the day. Also, the people around me stated that I was crying and bubbling some unknown words and language expressions. In the end, I was unconscious and fainted, and awake 5 minutes later."

In this case, as stated by the psychoanalytic theory that individuals who are in a trance are caused because the "ego" is unable to control the "id", thus the "id" becomes dominant as a controller of the "id" and "super ego". Therefore, participant A when experiencing a trance is unable to control himself (Barlow et al., 2015). While the physical symptoms experienced by participant A are the same as the physical symptoms of a hysteria disorder, namely Paralyzed Hysterea, Cramp Hysterea, and Mutism. Paralyzed Hysterea is the paralysis of one physical member due to pressure or inner conflict that cannot be overcome, and sometimes the symptom occurs suddenly in which the patient did not feel anything previously. Next is the Cramp Hysterea. This symptom stimulates the occurrence of stiff and unconscious that is accompanied by screaming and complaining. The last is Mutism. There are two kinds of mutism. First is Mutism, the patient cannot control his behavior in which experienced by participant E stated that when he was in a trance he behaved strangely and talked digress.

> "When he was in a trance, he often speaks strayed and behaves weirdly such as eating animals’ carcass and screaming in the public area."

Besides that, religious belief is a system of belief in the existence of God, spirits, and demons. so that these beliefs can be suggestions to individuals (Vandenber, 2012). There are several reasons based on religious belief about humans are possessed by demons. It is caused by the devil likes the person he is possessed, or on the other contrary, the devil feels are disturbed by humans act. One of which, the people often cut the devil tree house without praying in advance. Another reason is that the devil is invited or summoned by humans. Such playing "Jaelangkung", a game is held by three to five people doing a ceremonal to call the devil and soul. In this case, a
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trance shows some signs, such as walking unsteadily, talking unconsciously and the eyes open widely with foam coming out from the mouth, screaming and blustering when the verses of the Qur'an are read, the physical strength exceeds his actual strength and being able to speak foreign languages even though it has never been studied (Arni & Halimah, 2020). This case is experienced by participant B who suddenly has the ability to read Arabic written without some vowels on it (kitab kuning). The results of the interview with the father of participant B reported.

“My son is a new student at this school and he has never had much material about the Arabic language. Surprisingly, he is able to read that Arabic written. Moreover, now he is more quiet and gloomy in comparison to the previous behavior, in which he was cheerful and active.”

As experienced by participant C that the devil possessed him because the demon liked him. Based on the results of interviews with his father stated:

“When my son is being possessed, I asked the demon inside my son body why he disturb my son, the demon stated that he likes his son.”

In this case, the devil has an opportunity to possess the human body due to trance and emotional instability. Unstable conditions will eliminate concentration, thus allowing the demons to like to possess the body (Arni & Halimah, 2020). As well as epidemiological research on possession syndrome conducted by West Karnataka, India, it was found that 91% of people who have possession syndrome are caused by mental problems; therefore, demonic possession is considered to be a way to express the problems they face (Bhavsar et al., 2016). Besides that, the devil possesses the human body due to the impulse of lust, longing or love. As explained by supernatural experts, humans and demons can interact and even establish relationships such as friendship and marriage (Pasmawati, 2018).

The Islamic psychotherapy method used by El-PsiKA in tackling cases of Possession Disorder patients

Islamic psychotherapy is the process of treating and healing disease, whether mental, spiritual, moral, or physical, through the guidance of the Qur'an and the Sunnah of the Prophet SAW, or empirically through the guidance and teaching of Allah SWT, his angels, his messengers, and the heirs of his Prophets (Siswanto, 2015). This study aims to reveal the Islamic psychotherapy method used by El-PsiKA in treating patients with possession disorders. Based on the results of research, it is known that the Islamic psychotherapy used by El-PsiKA is in several stages as follows:

1. The first stage, the therapist performs a diagnosis to classify the symptoms of possession disorder experienced by the patient by asking the patient, his family, or his closest friends.
2. The second stage, the therapist leads the patient to pray together, there is a use of water as a tool of healing therapy that will be drunk by the patient.
3. The third stage, if there is a reaction from the demon in the patient's body, the therapist asks the demon to get out of the patient's body.
4. The fourth stage after releasing from the demon disturbance in the patient's body, the therapist asks the patient to practice reading sholawat, with the aim that Allah SWT may give guidance and protection for him. Because the basic solution to heal from either physical or psychological is a guide from Allah.
5. The fifth stage of the therapy, the therapist teaches patients self-therapy as a form of prevention in experiencing a trance disorder again. Independent therapy includes dhikr therapy and worship improvement. One of the causes of people experiencing trance disorders is neglecting to worship Allah.

Counseling diagnosis serves to classify the symptoms of the disorder that appears and the causes of the disorder experienced by the patient (Suwarjo, 2009). In addition, this first stage is not only to exploring the problems faced by the patient, but also serves as a moment to build a good emotional relationship with the patient (Afiyatin, 2020). As it is reported by therapist of El-psikA:

“At this first stage, the therapist usually builds good emotions with the patient in advance. Then, in exploring the problems related to trance faced by the patient, some question is asked. Such as asking about when the patient started to experience a trance, what efforts have been made by the patient to overcome this problem so far, how far is the patient's desire to recover and actively commit to participating in every single stage of the therapy process.”

In the next stage, the therapist leads the patient to pray together and a bottle of water that will be used as a media water prayer is put around them. After that, the water prayer is given to the patient for drinking. The phenomenon of water uses as a medium treatment for various physical and psychological diseases has become a tradition among Indonesian people. Based on several studies, the water prayer is not only used to cure diseases but also used by people for maintaining their health (Wardiani & Gunawan, 2017). The prayer water and praying ritual are commonly practiced by asking the religious leaders (Kia'i) to do the ritual for them. This act is constructed as a sacred house that can save their spirituality from life’s problems (Azharghany, 2020). According to Emoto, the water will respond to positive words by forming beautiful crystals. If water is given positive words, the crystals will bloom like flowers. Conversely, the water is given negative words, it will not form crystals. The benefits of water as a medium for physical and psychological treatment have received recognition from the side of religion and scientists (Purwanto, 2008). After the water is drunk to the patient, the patient's reaction is nausea, dizziness, vomiting, or even a trance. As the results of the interview, participant B stated:

"After I drank the prayer water that has prayed by us earlier, at first, I felt dizzy and hot, then after that I was unconscious. When I was unconscious, my father said that I started act strangely, scream, and say loudly "I wanted to come out". At the same time the therapist asked to the demon inside my body to come out".

If a trance reaction occurs after drinking the prayer water, the therapist talks with the devil through the possessed body. The dialogue is about the therapist will ask the demon inside the patient's body to get out of his body and not come back to disturb the patient. Ibn Taymiyyah did this case to people in a trance in the story of Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya (Arni & Halimah, 2020).

"Once, I have seen our teacher Ibn Tamiya delegate, someone, to communicate with the devil inside possession body. The man said, "The Syekh said to you: "Get out because this act is illegal for you". Slowly, the possessed person is conscious. Sometimes, Shaykhul-Islam rahimahullah talks to the devil by himself. When the devil is reluctant to get out, he beat the devil inside the possessed body to get it out. The person in a trance then woke up, but he did not feel anything (the punch he received). Other people and we witness this incident several times."


"Abdullah bin Ahmad bin Hanbal said, "I said to my father, "There are people who think that it is impossible for devil to get into the human body!" He replied, "O my son! They have lied; the proof is that the devil speaks through the humans’ tongue."

The next stage is for the therapist to cleanse the possessed body from demonic influences by asking the patient to recite sholawat and istighfar for 7 times with great solemnity. Sholawat has a significant impact on eliminating difficulties and anxiety because a trance disorder occurs when negative emotional gaps are opened in the persons' soul, such as high passion, excessive anxiety, and lovesickness (Arni & Halimah, 2020; Nofiah et al, 2020). Besides that, istighfar also significantly reduces anxiety by understanding the meaning and reciting istighfar repeatedly. Also, the people will also be calm and can identify and deal with the problems they face (Nugrathati et al, 2018).

Then in the last stage, the therapist teaches the patient to do self-therapy as prevention for not experience a trance disorder again. This independent therapy is the attempt to increase worship, such as dhikr therapy. The patient is also suggested to pray intensively and recite istighfar many times; this act is intended to improve his worship. Basically, a person's spiritual level can change, so one way that can be done to increase spirituality is by implementing dhikr (Afiyatin, 2020).

Conclusions

Based on the results of the study, it is known that the cause of patients experiencing trance disorders treated by El-PsikA consists of two factors, namely the first is due to interference from the devil, and the second is experiencing a trance disorder that begins with stress. While the method used in treating patients with possession disorder consists of five stages, namely: first, the therapist performs a diagnosis to classify the symptoms of possession disorder experienced by the patient. Second, the therapist reads prayers together with the patient led by the therapist and is provided with water as an intermediary to be drunk to the patient. Third, if there is a reaction from the demon that has possessed the patient's body, the therapist asks the demon that possessed the patient's body to come out of the patient's body. Fourth, the therapist cleanses from the devil's
influence on the patient’s body. Fifth, the therapist teaches patients self-therapy as a form of prevention so that they do not experience a trance disorder again. Self-therapy taught is dhikr.
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